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Abstract—Statechart diagrams, in general, are visual formalism for description of complex systems behaviour. Digital controllers, which act as reactive systems, can be very conveniently modeled with statecharts and efficiently synthesized in modern programmable devices. The paper presents in details syntax and semantics of statecharts and new implementation scheme. The issue of statecharts synthesis is not still ultimately solved. Main feature of the presented approach is the transformation of statechart diagrams into Finite State Machine, and through KISS format, functional decomposition and mapping into Embedded Memory Blocks. Embedded Memory are part of the modern programmable devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

DIGITAL controller design is a process which begins with informal description behavior and finishes with implementation in electronic devices [1]. First step of the process is to transform informal specification into formal one. This step is the most difficult, hence many formalisms have emerged, from very simple to very sophisticated ones, where statechart diagrams seem to be most efficient. Implementation process in modern programmable devices, especially equipped with Embedded Arrays Block or Configure Logic Blocks, requires using dedicated new methods [2], [3]. The traditional ones, like Espresso, are inefficient, sometimes giving results worse than without minimization. Presented in the paper new algorithm uses functional decomposition.

Digital controller acts like a reactive system. Such controller can be designed as traditional FSM, but this approach exhibits state explosion problem. Mainly, in case of modeled behavior, which features concurrency, number of states of the FSM grows exponentially. To cope with this inconvenience designer can use Petri net model, which directly allows to describe concurrency. State explosion is not the only problem in modeling complex behavior. Abundance of states, events, transition and parallel dependencies, makes that diagram become unclear. Then, good engineer practice is to divide modeled complex behavior into simpler sub-behaviors, according to classic paradigm: divide and conquer. Proceeding in this way, designer treats the modeled behavior like a tree of hierarchically connected sub-behaviors. This approach is supported by statechart diagrams.

The statechart diagrams were developed as a visual formalism for complex systems [4]. It is a state-based graphical notation which can be perceived as an extension of state transition graph of traditional finite state machine. In comparison to FSM they are enhanced with concurrency, hierarchy and broadcasting mechanism. At present time statecharts, also called state machines, are mainly used in UML technology [5], where are employed in behavior modeling of program objects (in sense of C++ or Java language).

The issue of hardware synthesis of statecharts is not solved ultimately. There are many implementation schemes, depending on target technology. Historically, first methodology published by [6], consists in transformation of statechart into set of hierarchically linked FSMs. Next, these FSMs can be implemented traditionally. Other approach is presented by [7] and is targeted at PLA structures, where main idea is to code craftily statechart configurations. The drawback of this method is that diagram can model only transitions between simple states. In 1999 [8] enhanced Drusinsky coding scheme by introducing so called prefix-encoding. Common drawbacks of the presented methods are lack of support for history attribute and broadcast mechanism. It is worth to mention other implementation methods such as using HDLs [9] or presented by [10] which is based on ASIP (Application Specific Instruction Processor).

The proposed Authors’ design method, developed partly in HiCoS system [11], directly transforms behaviour specified with statecharts into Register Transfer Level, where register file codes global state. The transformation is realized as one-hot mapping [12], this means that one state corresponds to one flip-flop. Next, by means of symbolic methods [13], the RTL-like description is transformed into FSM form, which can be implemented in embedded array blocks in modern programmable devices [14], [15].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents syntax of statecharts, where main feature is modularity (ie the transitions cannot cross states borders). Section 3 describes an industry plant which is controlled by statechart-based controller. This more complicated example, where some syntax and semantics issues are presented in detail, is at the same time a bench mark. Section 4 presents semantics of dynamic behavior, mainly response of statechart-based digital circuit to an external and internal events. Section 5 describes digital synthesis of statechart-based controllers realized by means of flip-flops and Boolean functions. Section 6 presents...
the transformation of statecharts into FSM described in KISS format. Section 7 describes the idea of ROM-based synthesis algorithm and mapping into Embedded Memory blocks, and section 8 presents experiments results.

II. Syntax of Statecharts

The statechart diagrams [4] have been devised in order to improve the specification of reactive systems of complex behavior. It is a state-based graphical notation which enhances the traditional finite automata with concurrency, hierarchy and broadcast mechanism. States are connected by arcs with predicates. A complex state can be assigned a group of states (simply or complex), thus creating hierarchy relationships. States can be in a concurrency relationship. An activity can be removed from subordinated states in the exception style through firing transition from their ancestor. The presence of the final state (in the diagram bull’s eye) prevents exception transitions, unless the final state is active.

The big problem with statecharts is syntax and semantics. A variety of application domains caused that many authors proposed their own syntax and semantics [16], sometimes differing significantly. Syntax and semantics presented in this paper are intended for specifying the behaviour of binary digital controllers which would satisfy as much as possible the UML standard. The selection of language characteristics was made based on application domain and the technological constrains of programmable logic devices.

As a result of those considerations it was assumed that syntax of statecharts HiCoS is to be intended for untimed control systems which operate on binary values. Hence, our statecharts feature hierarchy and concurrency, simple state, composite state, end state, discrete events, actions assigned to state (entry, do, exit), simple transitions, history attribute and logic predicates imposed on transitions, whereas cross-border transitions are forbidden. Another very essential issue is to allow the use of feedbacks, it means that events generated in a circuit can affect its behavior. The role of an end state is to prevent removing away an activity from a sequential automaton before the end state became active. Such elements as factored transition paths and time were rejected. Other syntax characteristic like cross-level and composite transitions, synch states have been shifted to the farther stage of the research. An example of statechart is depicted in figure 1, where event $a \in X$ is an input to the system and event $b \in Y$ is an output. Events $b$ and $c$ are of local scope.

III. Chemical Reactor – Case Study

The industrial reactor, for the first time presented in [17] is a part of hydraulic-mechanical plant, whose functioning is governed by a discrete controller (Fig. 2). The reactor measures out two substances, mixes them together and pours the product into the wagon which transports the outcome to its destination station.

A. Reactor Working Description

The detailed working of the reactor is as follows. Initially the reacting substances are kept in containers SV1 and SV2. The emptied wagon waits in its initial position on the right. After the signal $x0$ a technological cycle starts: valves $y1$ and $y2$ are opened and scales MV1 and MV2 are poured in, and wagon starts moving to the left (signal $y9$). The pouring of the substrates lasts until sensors $x1$ and $x3$ in the scales indicate exceeding upper limits. After both sensors indicate exceeding upper limits valves $y3$ and $y4$ emptying scales MV1 and MV2 become on simultaneously and the main reaction process starts. The agitator A is ready to switch on. After the substance in reactor main container R is over the sensor $x5$, the agitator becomes on. When the substance is beneath again, the agitator becomes off and ready to start again. While emptying scales and pouring main container R, the wagon is moving to its position on the left. Next, when scales MV1 and MV2 are emptied (which is indicated by sensors $x2$ and $x4$) and in the meantime the wagon has reached its left position (sensor $x7$), the main container valve $y5$ is opened and the container is emptied till the level of substance drops below the reading of the sensor $x6$. Next the wagon starts moving right (signal $y8$). When the wagon reaches the far right position (sensor $x9$), the wagon is emptied (valve $y6$). The end of emptying is signaled by $x9$ sensor, and after that the technological cycle is finished and the whole plant is ready to start again.

B. Statechart Diagram

Fully modular statechart diagram is a diagram whose compound component behaviors are only defined by its sub-components. This generally means, that the transitions crossing the state borders are forbidden and broadcast events are also forbidden. The benefits of full modularity are clarity of the diagram and a more efficient verification. This stems from the fact that the dynamic properties of the complex behavior can be obtained from already verified properties of its component sub-behaviors.

Figure 3 presents statechart diagram of the controller. In this case it is good to model some of its component sub-behaviors,
characteristics of hardware implementation are as follows: modularity.

A sequence of subsequently generated microsteps is called a microstep. Because of feedback, execution of a microstep entails generating farther events and causes firing subsequent microsteps [18]. Events triggered during a current microstep do not influence transitions being realized, but are only allowed to affect behavior of a controller in the next tick of discrete time, that is, in the next microstep. A sequence of subsequently generated microsteps is called a step and additionally it is assumed that during a step no events can come from the outside world. A step is said to be finished when there are no enabled transitions. Figure 4 depicts a step which consists of two simple microsteps. After the step is finished the system is in state STOP. Summarizing, dynamic characteristics of hardware implementation are as follows:

- system is synchronous,
- system reacts to the set of available events through transition executions,
- generated events are accessible to the system during next tick of the clock.

In figure 4 a simple diagram and its waveforms illustrate the assumed dynamics features. When transition $t_1$ is fired ($T = 350$) event $t_1$ is broadcasted and becomes available to the system at next instant of discrete time ($T = 450$). The activity moves from state START to state ACTION. Now transition $t_2$ becomes enabled. Its source state is active and predicate imposed on it (event $t_1$) is met. So, at instant of time $T = 450$ the system transforms activity to the state STOP and triggers event $t_2$, which does not affect any other transition. The step is finished.

**IV. SEMANTICS**

A digital controller specified with a Statechart and realized as an electronic circuit is meant to work in an environment which prompts the controller by means of events. It is assumed that every event (incoming, outgoing and internal) is bound with a discrete time domain. The controller is reacting to the set of accessible events in the system through firing a set of enabled transitions called a microstep. Because of feedback, execution of a microstep entails generating farther events and causes firing subsequent microsteps [18]. Events triggered during a current microstep do not influence transitions being realized, but are only allowed to affect behavior of a controller in the next tick of discrete time, that is, in the next microstep. A sequence of subsequently generated microsteps is called a step and additionally it is assumed that during a step no events can come from the outside world. A step is said to be finished when there are no enabled transitions. Figure 4 depicts a step which consists of two simple microsteps. After the step is finished the system is in state STOP. Summarizing, dynamic characteristics of hardware implementation are as follows:

- system is synchronous,
- system reacts to the set of available events through transition executions,
- generated events are accessible to the system during next tick of the clock.

**V. STATECHART DIAGRAMS SYNTHESIS**

Statechart diagram synthesis is process by which controller described by statecharts is turned into design implementation in terms of logic gates and flip-flops.

**A. Foundations of Hardware Implementation**

The main assumption of a hardware implementation behavior described with statecharts is that the system specified in this way can directly be mapped into programmable logic devices. This means that elements from a diagram (for example states or events) are to be in direct correspondence with resources available in a programmable device — mainly flip-flops and programmable combinatorial logic. Basing on that assumption and taking into account assumed dynamic characteristics, following foundations of hardware implementation has been formulated:
As far as activity of a state is concerned, this is realized on the former and the latter situation in an unambiguous way. It is necessary to define the rules which will allow to determine these two circumstances are essentially different. Therefore it means occurrence of one of two situations:

1. Activity of state (to whom the flip-flop was assigned), remembering that the state was most recently active — this takes place in case of states with history attribute. These two circumstances are essentially different. Therefore it is necessary to define the rules which will allow to determine the former and the latter situation in an unambiguous way. As far as activity of a state is concerned, this is realized on the basis of activity of flip-flops assigned to the superordinate states. The state is said to be active when every flip-flop bound with the states belonging to the path (in sense of hierarchy tree) carried from the state to the root state (located on top of a hierarchy) is asserted. Formally activating condition is calculated in the following way:

$$activecond(s) = \prod_{s_i \in \text{path}(\text{root}, s)} s_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $s_i$ is a signal from flip-flop output.

Having established a role that flip-flop is to play in a digital circuit it is possible to formulate general assumption regarding its excitation function. This function yields 1 when the state bound with given flip-flop is:

- not active and in next iteration will be active,
- an active state or is, so called, a recently active state (it can take place in case of state with history attribute) and in next iteration will also be active or recently active.

One characteristic feature of these two assumptions is causal relationship which consist in that before state became most recently active it must be prior active. This observation leads to state flip-flop excitation function of following shape:

$$\delta(s) = activate(s) + s \cdot inactivate(s)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $a$ and $b$, respectively, are:

- a) activating component (activate): it assumes logic 1 when the state bound with a flip-flop is not active and in next iteration will become active; this corresponds to the situation when directly incoming transitions to the state fires or, in case of default states, the state activated is by directly superordinate state.
- b) sustaining component: it assumes logic 1 when 1) the state bound with a flip-flop is active (it means that component activate must have been fulfilled before) and in next iteration the state will also be active or 2) in case of the state is attributed history property the state is recently active and in next iteration will also be recently active; factor inactivate assume value 1, when the state loses activity and at the same time is not recently active, this corresponds to the situation when one of some output transitions is fired.

Farther statechart diagrams synthesis description is mainly revolving around specification of flip-flop excitation functions of two types: state flip-flops and event flip-flops.

### B. State Flip-flop Excitation Functions

Every state is assigned one flip-flop. Logic 1 on its output means occurrence of one of two situations:

- activity of state (to whom the flip-flop was assigned),
- remembering that the state was most recently active — this takes place in case of states with history attribute.

These two circumstances are essentially different. Therefore it is necessary to define the rules which will allow to determine the former and the latter situation in an unambiguous way. As far as activity of a state is concerned, this is realized on the basis of activity of flip-flops assigned to the superordinate states. The state is said to be active when every flip-flop bound with the states belonging to the path (in sense of hierarchy tree) carried from the state to the root state (located on top of a hierarchy) is asserted. Formally activating condition is calculated in the following way:

$$activecond(s) = \prod_{s_i \in \text{path}(\text{root}, s)} s_i$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $s_i$ is a signal from flip-flop output.

Having established a role that flip-flop is to play in a digital circuit it is possible to formulate general assumption regarding its excitation function. This function yields 1 when the state bound with given flip-flop is:

- not active and in next iteration will be active,
- an active state or is, so called, a recently active state (it can take place in case of state with history attribute) and in next iteration will also be active or recently active.

One characteristic feature of these two assumptions is causal relationship which consist in that before state became most recently active it must be prior active. This observation leads to state flip-flop excitation function of following shape:

$$\delta(s) = activate(s) + s \cdot inactivate(s)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)$$

where $a$ and $b$, respectively, are:

- a) activating component (activate): it assumes logic 1 when the state bound with a flip-flop is not active and in next iteration will become active; this corresponds to the situation when directly incoming transitions to the state fires or, in case of default states, the state activated is by directly superordinate state.
- b) sustaining component: it assumes logic 1 when 1) the state bound with a flip-flop is active (it means that component activate must have been fulfilled before) and in next iteration the state will also be active or 2) in case of the state is attributed history property the state is recently active and in next iteration will also be recently active; factor inactivate assume value 1, when the state loses activity and at the same time is not recently active, this corresponds to the situation when one of some output transitions is fired.

Farther statechart diagrams synthesis description is mainly revolving around specification of flip-flop excitation functions of two types: state flip-flops and event flip-flops.

### B. State Flip-flop Excitation Functions

Every state is assigned one flip-flop. Logic 1 on its output means occurrence of one of two situations:

- activity of state (to whom the flip-flop was assigned),
- remembering that the state was most recently active — this takes place in case of states with history attribute.

These two circumstances are essentially different. Therefore it is necessary to define the rules which will allow to determine the former and the latter situation in an unambiguous way. As far as activity of a state is concerned, this is realized on
1) Activate Component: The conclusion which results from what is stated in point 1) is that to form an expression for component activate is necessary to investigate two cases.

- The first case holds when a normal state (i.e. not being a default state) is examined. Then activation of such state depends only on transitions which directly come to the state. Formally, it is defined by following equation:

\[
activate(s) = \sum_{t_i \in s^*} encond(t_i)
\]

2) Inactivate Factor: This factor is to assume value 1 when the state to which a flip-flop is bound with is to lose activity and at the same time is not recently active state. The situation arise in consequence of firing some output transitions. The issue is which are these output transitions. This depends both on whether investigated state is an end state or a normal state (in this context normal state means not an end state) and on presence of history attribute and also on whether investigated state belongs to an automaton with an end state. The latter case means that transitions of higher levels of hierarchy cannot take activity. First, to put it in an order, let us consider four cases when state is a normal state and has or not history attribute.

- state without history attribute belonging to the automaton without an end state:

\[
inactivate(s) = \sum_{t_i \in s^*} encond(t_i) + \prod_{s_j \in path(root.parent(s))} \delta(s_j) = \prod_{s_i \in hrc(parent(s))} \sum_{s_j \in path(root.parent(s))} \delta(s_j)
\]

Flip-flop is reset by firing of directly outgoing transitions from state \(s\) (component \(a\)) or by firing output transitions of superordinate states. The latter case, in equation, is represented by negated activity condition of directly superordinate state (component \(b\)).

- state without history attribute belonging to an automaton with an end state,
- state with history attribute belonging to automaton without an end state,
- state with history attribute belonging to automaton with an end state:

\[
inactivate(s) = \sum_{t_i \in s^*} encond(t_i)
\]

In these three cases only directly outgoing transitions can reset a flip-flop. This results from semantics and from taken assumption as to what role plays activity of a flip-flop.

Now there is an end state case left to investigate. An end state can have or not history attribute, so it gives two next situations to analyze:

- end state without history

\[
inactivate(s) = \prod_{s_i \in path(root.parent(s))} \delta(s_i)
\]

An end state must not have directly outgoing transitions, but its activity can be taken by transitions of higher levels of hierarchy (see also eq. no. 5).

- end state with history attribute:

\[
inactivate(endst) = 0
\]

Attrihbution of history property to an end state means that a flip-flop bound with such a state will never be reset, because an end state must not have directly outgoing transitions and reactivating automaton with such a state, as result of firing transition of higher levels of hierarchy, will always cause activating the end state. In general, ascribing history attribute to the automaton with an end state makes no sense and hence is not recommended.

C. Event Flip-flop Excitation Functions

Hardware implementation in FPGA structures is based on the assumption that the circuit responds to the set of currently available events in next tick of discrete time. Between an event and a respond to it there is a period of time equal to a period of clock signal. To fulfill this assumption there is a necessity to bound with every place in circuit where event
can be triggered one flip-flop. The flip-flop’s assignment is to sustain information about an event for the clock signal period. Basically, there are four possible places where an event can be generated:

1) Transition: Firing transition can be assigned broadcasting set of events. Excitation function of such a flip-flop is a simple enabling transition condition:

\[ \delta(e_i) = \text{encond}(t) \] (9)

2) Entry Action: Every state can be assigned an entry action, which is executed when state is being activated. This is, of course, broadcast set of events. Activation of a state takes place when, at given moment of discrete time, state is not active (factor \( a \)) and at next instant of time will become active (factor \( b \)):

\[ \delta(e_{en}) = \text{activecond}(s) \prod_{s_i \in \text{path}(\text{root}, s)} \delta(s_i) \] (10)

3) Do Action: Sometimes called static action is a set of events which are broadcast at every tick of clock signal, as long as state to which the action is ascribed is active. Therefore, an excitation function boils down to the state flip-flop excitation function (see section V-B).

4) Exit Action: This action complements entry action and is being executed when state is active (factor \( a \)) and at next instant of time will lose activity (factor \( b \)):

\[ \delta(e_{ex}) = \text{activecond}(s) \prod_{s_i \in \text{path}(\text{root}, s)} \delta(s_i) \] (11)

VI. STATECHART DIAGRAMS TRANSFORMATION INTO FSM MODEL

Transformation of statechart diagrams into FSM model consists in constructing equivalent finite state machine, which for external observer behaves just the way statechart does.

Definition 1: Finite state machine of Mealy type, denoted as \( M \), is a following tuple:

\[ M = \langle X, S, Y, \delta_M, \lambda_M \rangle \]

where:

\[ X = \{x_1, \ldots x_m\} - \text{set of input signals} \]
\[ S = \{s_1, \ldots s_n\} - \text{set of internal states} \]
\[ Y = \{y_1, \ldots y_r\} - \text{set of output signals} \]

and:

\[ \delta_M : D_{\delta_M} \rightarrow S - \text{is a transition function} \]
\[ \lambda_M : D_{\lambda_M} \rightarrow Y - \text{is an output function} \]
\[ D_{\delta_M} \subseteq X \times S \]
\[ D_{\lambda_M} \subseteq X \times S \]

When \( D_{\lambda_M} \subseteq S \) the automaton is of Moore type.

The construction involves building equivalent Moore-type automaton from statechart elements, where members of the sets are explicitly enumerated and functions are given symbolically in tabular form, eg KISS format [19].

A. Statechart as a FSM

Statechart diagrams in some sense can be perceived as a finite state machine of Moore type. Then, such a FSM formally can be defined as follows:

Definition 2: A statechart FSM (SFSM) is defined as a 6-tuple: \( SFSM = \langle m, n, r, \delta_S, \lambda_S, \text{Init} \rangle \) where: \( m \) is the number of Boolean inputs, \( n \) is the number of Boolean state variables (all flip-flops), \( r \) is the number of Boolean outputs, \( \delta_S \) is the functional vector of the state transition functions \( \delta_{S_i} : \{0,1\}^m \times \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\} \) and \( 1 \leq i \leq n \), \( \lambda_S \) is the functional vector of the output functions \( \lambda_{S_j} : \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \{0,1\} \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq r \). \( \text{Init} \) is the initial state.

For the diagram from figure 1 \( m = 1 \), \( n = 13 \), \( r = 1 \). Because output function \( \lambda_S \) depends only on state variables, statechart FSM is of Moore type. The set of equivalent FSM input signal is the set \( X \) of statechart input events, the set of FSM output signals is the set \( Y \) of statechart event visible to the environment. Cardinality of both sets is, respectively, \( |X| = m \) and \( |Y| = r \). For example for the diagram from fig. 1 \( X = \{a\} \) and \( Y = \{d\} \). The set \( S \) of equivalent FSM states, transition function \( \delta_M \) and output function \( \lambda_M \) need referring to statechart state transition graph (STG, see fig. 7). STG presents global states of statechart and transitions between them. The transition is fired when events imposed on it are being broadcast, whether coming from environment (bolded in the fig. 7) or generated internally in the diagram. Then, the set \( S \) of equivalent FSM states is the set of all statechart global states from STG (see def. 3), FSM transition function \( \delta_M \) is a relationship between STG transition source and target states, FSM output function \( \lambda_M \) is a relationship between STG global states and events assigned to them which are visible to the environment (bolded in the fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Statechart state transition graph for the diagram from fig. 1.
B. Global State of a Statechart

The global state of the statechart is defined as follows:

**Definition 3:** Global state $G$ is a set of all flip-flops’ states in the system, bound both with local states and with distributed events, which can be generated in several parts of the diagram and separately memorized.

Figure 7 presents state transition graph for the diagram from figure 1. The diagram consists of 10 state flip-flops \( \{s_1, s_{11}, s_{12}, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5, e_{c12}, s_6, s_7\} \) and 3 event flip-flops \( \{e_1, e_2, e_3\} \). The flip-flop denoted as $e_1$ corresponds to the exit event $a$ assigned to state $s_2$, $e_2$ corresponds to the entry action $b$ assigned to state $s_5$, and $e_3$ corresponds to the transition action (broadcasting of event $b$) bound with transition $t_5$ firing (from state $s_7$ to state $s_6$). Global state comprises all information about the statechart both about currently active states and their past activity. Number of global states is 7. Technically, global state can be expressed as a conjunction of respective Boolean expressions, where one

\[
\chi_G = \bigwedge \{s_1 \cdot s_{11} \cdot s_{12} \cdot s_2 \cdot s_3 \cdot s_4 \cdot s_5 \cdot e_{c12} \cdot s_6 \cdot s_7\}.
\]

C. Characteristic Function

To implement the algorithm of transformation statechart FSM in FSP there are needed means to represent symbolically set of global states. The set of states can be implemented by means of notion of characteristic function represented by Boolean equation.

**Definition 4:** A characteristic function $\chi_A$ of a set of elements $A \subseteq U$ is a Boolean function $\chi_A : U \to \{0, 1\}$ defined as follows:

\[
\chi_A(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & x \in A \\
0 & x \notin A. 
\end{cases}
\] (12)

The characteristic function is calculated as a disjunction of all elements of $A$ (i.e. the set of all global states). Operations on sets are in direct correspondence with operations on their characteristic functions. Thus: $\chi(A \cup B) = \chi_A + \chi_B$, $\chi(A \cap B) = \chi_A \cdot \chi_B$. $\chi(\emptyset) = 0$. The characteristic function allows sets to be efficiently represented in computer memory by means of BDDs [20]. For example, if, for the state transition graph from figure 7, the global state is defined as a conjunction of flip-flop variable (eg. initial state $G_0 = s_1 \cdot s_{11} \cdot s_{12} \cdot s_2 \cdot s_3 \cdot s_4 \cdot s_5 \cdot e_{c12} \cdot s_6 \cdot s_7$), then the characteristic function of the set of all global states is a disjunction of respective Boolean expressions, where one expression represents one global state:

\[
\chi_G = s_1 \cdot s_{11} \cdot s_{12} \cdot s_2 \cdot s_3 \cdot s_4 \cdot s_5 \cdot e_{c12} \cdot s_6 \cdot s_7
\] (13)

D. Transition Relation

Transition relation is a relation which relates transition’s source and target states with an event (or events) imposed on this transition. This notion symbolically can be expressed by means of characteristic function:

**Definition 5:** A characteristic function $\chi_{\delta_S}$ of the transition relation of the functional vector $\delta_S$ is a Boolean function $\chi_{\delta_S} : \{0, 1\}^n \times \{0, 1\}^m \times \{0, 1\} \to \{0, 1\}$ defined as follows:

\[
\chi_{\delta_S}(s', x, s) = \begin{cases} 
1 & s' = \delta_S(x, s) \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

where $s', s$ and $x$ are sets of state and event variables, respectively. In practice, the function $\chi_{\delta_S}$ is calculated using the following equation:

\[
\chi_{\delta_S}(s', x, s) = \prod_{i=1}^{n}[s'_i \lor \delta_S(x, s)]
\] (14)

where the symbol $\lor$ represents the logic XNOR operator and $n$ is the number of state variables.

The relation $\chi_{\delta_S}(s', x, s) = 1$ implies that in state $s$ there exists a transition to state $s'$ on input $x$.

E. Symbolic State Space Generation

Having defined notions of statechart global state and characteristic function it is necessary to present an algorithm which computes symbolic state space of statechart, where set of global states symbolically is represented by its characteristic function.

The algorithm traverses the state transition graph of statechart FSM in breadth-first manner, moving from a set of current states to the set of its fan-out states. In this approach a sets of states are represented by means of characteristic functions. The key operation required for traversal is the computation of the range of a function, given a subset of its domain. The symbolic state space exploration of statecharts relies in [21]:

- association excitation functions to state and event flip-flops,
- association logic functions to signals,
- representation of Boolean function as BDDs,
- representation of sets of states using their characteristic functions,
- computation of a set of next states as an image of the state transition function on the current states set for all input signals.

Starting from the default global state and the set of signals, symbolic state exploration methods enable the computation of the entire set of next global states in one formal step. The symbolic state space algorithm of statechart is presented below.

```java
Listing 1. Symbolic traversal of state space
symb_trav_of_Statechart(Z, init_mark) { 
    \chi(G_0) = curr_mark = init_mark;
    while (curr_mark != 0) { 
        next_mark = im_comp(Z, curr_mark);
        \chi_{\delta_S}(G_0, curr_mark, s') = 1
    }
}
```
The variables in italics represent characteristic functions of corresponding sets of configurations. All logical variables are represented by BDDs. Several subsequent global states are simultaneously calculated using the characteristic function of current global states and transition functions. This computation is realized by the \texttt{im\_comp} function, which calculates image of function for given subset of the domain. The set of subsequent global states is calculated from the following equations:

\begin{align*}
\text{next}\_\text{mark} &= \exists s \exists x (\text{curr}\_\text{mark} \ast \chi(st_{i}) \oplus \prod_{i=1}^{n} (s'_{i} \ast \text{curr}\_\text{mark} \ast \delta_{s_{i}}(s, x))) \quad (15) \\
\text{next}\_\text{mark} &= \text{next}\_\text{mark}(s' \leftarrow s) \quad (16)
\end{align*}

where \( s, s', x \) denote the present state, next state and input signals respectively; \( \exists s \) and \( \exists x \) represent the existential quantification of the present state and signal variables; \( n \) is a number of state variables; \( \oplus \) and \( \ast \) represent logic operators \( \text{XNOR} \) and \( \text{AND} \), respectively; equation 16 means swapping variables in expression.

For example a characteristic function of the set of all global states for the diagram from figure 1 is presented by equation 13.

\section*{F. The Transformation}

The construction of a FSM state transition table of the function \( \delta_M \) can be carried out in many ways. Authors' proposal is not an optimal approach, but is relatively simple in coding on the one hand and not so computationally complex on the other hand, that testing benchmarks has been conducted quickly and successfully. Construction of FSM state transition table consists in checking for every pair of statechart global states whether exists transition between them (see listing 2), and if exists, in calculating an event or a set of events imposed on this transition. Result of the transformation, state transition table with outputs, is in KISS format [19].

1) FSM Textual Form: FSM-description is a textual form of Finite State Machine, also known as KISS format [19], which in tabular way defines FSM according to the following grammar:

\begin{verbatim}
\end{verbatim}

where \emph{num-inputs} is the number of inputs to the FSM, \emph{num-outputs} is the number of outputs of the FSM, \emph{num-terms} is the number of \texttt{"in" <current-st> <next-st> <out>"} 4-tuples, \emph{num-states} is the number of distinct states that appear in \texttt{"<current-st>" and "<next-st>" columns}, \emph{reset-state} is the symbolic name of the start state. \emph{in} is a sequence of \emph{num-inputs} of \{0, 1, \}. \emph{out} is a sequence of \emph{num-outputs} of \{0, 1, \}. \emph{current-st} and \emph{next-st} are symbolic names for the current state and next state transitions of the FSM. Format of this type describes automaton as an automaton of Mealy type.

2) The Algorithm: The algorithm of transformation consists in establishing a map between statechart FSM and FSM-description. The FSM set of inputs (\( X \)) is equivalent to the sets of inputs in statechart model, the FSM set of outputs (\( Y \)) is equivalent the sets of outputs in statechart model. The elements of the set of states \( S \) in FSM are coded as a global state \( G \) in statechart (see definition 3). The parameters \emph{num-inputs}, \emph{num-outputs} from KISS format is a cardinality of the sets, respectively, \( X \) and \( Y \). In case of transitions, from SFSM side we have automaton of Moore type and from FSM-description we have model of Mealy automaton, where transitions are explicitly enumerated. Hence, the transformation involves two major steps:

a) transformation Moore automaton into Mealy automaton,
b) generation, transition by transition, KISS 4-tuple.

The transformation Moore automaton into Mealy automaton is very simple [22]. If we omit the answer of Moore’s automaton on empty input \( e \), this means in fact that we exclude answer of automaton at the first state, the two automata differ only in their output functions. Let \( \lambda \) be Moore automaton output function and \( \lambda' \) be Mealy automaton output function. Then we have:

\begin{equation}
\lambda'_{M}(x, s) = \lambda_{M}(\delta_{M}(x, s))
\end{equation}

and we must remember to add one extra state (the initial state) to the set of state of Mealy automaton and one extra transition from this extra state to the so far first state. Hence, the parameter \emph{num-states} in KISS format is cardinality of set \( S \) plus 1. The transition is unconditional (empty input \( e \)), and the output is an output from first state of Moore automaton.

As far as transition function \( \delta_M \) is concerned, in format KISS, the function is given in tabular form; one 4-tuple for one transition. The problem is how to generate the elements of the 4-tuple.

The algorithm depicted in listing 2 starts with characteristic function of global states space \( \chi_{(G_0)} \) and with characteristic function \( \chi_{\delta_{M}} \) of functional vector \( \delta_{M} \). The transition, regarding input signals, is represented by product \( t \), which is a relation between current \( (G_i) \) and next \( (G'_i) \) state, represented as conjunction formulae (line no. 4). For every pair of states: current state and next state \( (G_i, G'_i) \) is being checked whether there is a transition between them (line no. 5). In line no. 6 states variables \( (s, s') \) are removed from transition product \( t \), hence \( t_{x} \) represents this part of the expression which solely depends on input variables \( x \). Then current and next states are put into 4-tuple (lines 7 and 8). Between lines 11 and 17 is being computed input vector. For each minterm in \( t_{x} \) expression is being checked how this minterm depends on input variables. This is realized by means of logic differential, which can formally be computed according to the following
The presented implementation scheme (developed under HiCoS project) allows the transformation of statechart diagrams into FSM-description. Using this scheme we can implement FSMs in field programmable gate array devices.

Although most of the methods gathered and discussed in [23] can be effectively used for synthesis of FSM implemented with gates and flip-flops, they are not efficient for today’s programmable structures, particularly for FPGA devices with embedded memory blocks [23]. Such implementations would benefit from a structure with a separate memory block which is common in microprogrammable circuits. However, an advanced apparatus for design of address modifier is required to support the synthesis based directly on the FSM transition table.

A limited size of embedded memory blocks available in FPGA devices is the main argument behind the application of this structure. For example, Altera FLEX family devices have 2048-bit EAB memory blocks. In [24] it is demonstrated that the ROM-based implementation of an example sequential circuit – the tbk benchmark – requires 16,384 bits of memory; this considerably exceeds the resources available in the FLEX 10K device. An alternative implementation of this circuit with LUTs requires 895 logic cells (a result from the Altera Quartus II ver. 8.1 system); this also exceeds the resources available in the FLEX 10K device, as it has only 576 cells. Thus, the tbk implementation with this device must rely on the new FSM architecture.

Clearly, a considerably larger number and size of embedded memory blocks in the newer programmable Stratix and Cyclone devices do not eliminate this problem, as there will always be FSMs whose implementation requires more memory than is available in the state-of-the-art programmable devices.

In case when efficient memory utilization is essential, the FSM can be implemented in a structure that includes an address register and ROM memory, in which the reduction of ROM memory size is obtained by the introduction of an additional block for address modification (Fig. 8).

The address modifier can be synthesized with advanced algorithms of functional decomposition, applied until recently exclusively to synthesis of combinational circuits. Such an
approach to address modifier synthesis was proposed in [25], [24] (and extended in [14], [15]).

The implementation of an FSM shown in Fig. 8 can be seen as a serial decomposition of the memory block included in the structure of Fig. 9 into two blocks: an address modifier and a memory block of smaller capacity than required for the realization of the structure of Fig. 9. As a result, sequential circuits requiring large-capacity ROM memories (and thus not implementable in the architecture of Fig. 9) can be implemented using a memory block with a smaller number of inputs and an additional combinational logic block – the address modifier.

Assuming FSM implementation with FPGA device, the advantage of the proposed architecture lies in that the address modifier can be mapped into a network of LUT cells or into a PAL matrix, while the memory block can be mapped into the built-in EAB matrices. The application of this concept (without the optimization of the state encoding) to the synthesis of the earlier discussed benchmark \\(_{tbk}\) results in a design composed of 333 logic cells and a 4096-bit embedded memory block, which fits entirely in the limited resources of the FLEX structure.

The promising results of other design experiments reported in [24] confirm the effectiveness of the architecture of Fig. 8. The results of the subsequent studies in this area are presented in [14] and [15].

1) Example.: Partition description and partition algebra introduced in [26] are applied to describe logic dependencies in such an FSM.

Based on [26], for the FSM and function \( T \) shown in Table I, the characteristic partition is:
\[
P_c = \{1, 8, 11, 16; 3, 9, 10, 14; 6, 7, 13; 2, 4, 12, 15, 5\}.
\]

The partition
\[
P_1 = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9; 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16\}
\]
is related to the partition \( \pi = \{s_1, s_2, s_3, s_4, s_5\} \), while the partition
\[
P_2 = \{1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 3, 5, 8, 9, 12, 15, 16\}
\]
is related to the set \( \{\pi, \theta\} \) and \( \theta = \{v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4\} \).

For set \( T = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6\} \) and partitions \( P_1 = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6\} \), \( P_2 = \{1, 2, 3, 6; 4, 5\} \), the quotient partition is:
\[
P_1|P_2 = \{(1, 2)(5); (3, 6)(4)\}.
\]

Let partitions in \( II \) correspond to the state variables and partitions in \( \Theta \) correspond to the input variables. If \( II = \{\pi_1, \pi_2, \pi_3\} \) is the set of two-block partitions on \( S \) and \( \Theta = \{\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3\} \) is the set of two-block partitions on \( V \), while \( P_k \) is a partition on the set \( T \) which is related to either \( \pi_l \) or \( \theta_j \), then \( p = \{P_1, \ldots, P_{m+p}\} \) is the set of all partitions related to partitions \( \{\pi_1, \pi_2, \pi_3, \theta_1, \ldots, \theta_m\} \).

Theorem. To achieve unambiguous encoding of address variables and, at the same time, maintain the consistency relation \( T \) with the transition function, two-block partitions \( \mathcal{P} = \{P_1, \ldots, P_w\} \) have to be found, such that:
\[
P_1 \cdot P_2 \cdot \ldots \cdot P_w \leq P_c. \tag{19}
\]

Although some of the partitions of the \( \mathcal{P} \) set can be selected from the \( p \) set, the selection is made in such a way that the simplest addressing unit (address modifier) is produced. Such a selection is possible thanks to the method of [15], based on the notion of \( r \)-admissibility, [26].

The encoding of state variables can be obtained using the method of construction and coloring of weighted graphs, [15].

Assume that \( u \) partitions \( \{\pi_1, \ldots, \pi_u\} \) and \( \{\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_{u-1}\} \) were chosen. These partitions correspond to the address lines driven by a single variable, either a state variable or an external variable \( x \). The result is the state and input symbol partial encoding: e.g.,
\[
a_1 = q_1, \ldots, a_l = q_l, a_{l+1} = \theta_1, \ldots, a_{u-1} = \theta_{u-1}.
\]

Corollary. Inequality \( (19) \) can be written as:
\[
P_1 \cdot P_2 \cdot \ldots \cdot P_w \leq P_c. \tag{20}
\]

where \( P_U = P_{i_1} \cdot P_{i_2} \cdot \ldots \cdot P_{i_u} \) is related to the partitions \( \{\pi_1, \pi_2, \ldots, \pi_u, \theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots, \theta_{u-1}\} \).

The encoding of the state variables remaining after the partial encoding (input variables, in general) can be obtained from the following rules:
\[
\pi_1 \cdot \pi_2 \cdot \ldots \cdot \pi_u \cdot \pi = \pi(0), \ \theta_1 \cdot \theta_2 \cdot \ldots \cdot \theta_{u-1} \cdot \theta = \theta(0),
\]
where \( \pi \) and \( \theta \) represent partitions corresponding to these remaining state variables. \( \pi(0) \) as well as \( \theta(0) \) are partitions whose blocks are equal to their elements.

Inequality \( (20) \) can be transformed into:
\[
P_U \cdot P_G \leq P_c. \tag{21}
\]

Corollary. A partition \( P_G \) has to be constructed, such that:
\[
P_G \geq P_V, \tag{22}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( x_1, x_2 ) ( S )</th>
<th>( V )</th>
<th>00</th>
<th>01</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_2 )</td>
<td>( s_4 )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_3 )</td>
<td>( s_3 )</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_4 )</td>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s_5 )</td>
<td>( s_2 )</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where $P_G = P_{t_{w+1}} \cdots P_{t_w}$ and $P_V$ is related to the partition set $\{\pi, \theta\}$.

Partition $P_V$ can be constructed in the following way:

$$P_V = P_S \cdot P_{V_e},$$

where $P_S$ is the partition related to $\pi(0)$ on the set of states $S$, and $P_{V_e}$ is the partition related to $\theta$.

The triple $(P_V, E_1, P_1)$ where $P_1$ is a relation representing incompatibilities in quotient partition $P_U|P_e$ on the set $T$ and $E_1$ is the set of pairs in the relation $P_1$ is a multi-graph $M_1(P_V, E_1, P_1)$. Relation of incompatibility in quotient partition $P_U|P_e$ is a relation among all elements in each block of the partition separately.

The coloring of the $M_1$ multi-graph determines the $P_U$ partition.

The value of

$$\mu = |U| + \lceil \log_2(\chi(M_1)) \rceil$$

(24)
determines the size of the required memory, where $\chi(M_1)$ denotes the chromatic number of the $M_1$ multi-graph.

The size of the required memory is equal

$$M = 2^\mu \cdot (r + p).$$

(25)

In the case of $\mu > w$, a new partition $P'_V$ can be constructed. Then, $P'_V$ has to be multiplied by appropriately chosen two-block partitions related to those which are generated by input variables from the $U$ set. In that case the result is a non-disjoint decomposition, [15].

Then, the size of the required memory is equal

$$M = 2^w \cdot (r + p).$$

(26)

VIII. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

As it was stated FSM-based statecharts are transformed into FSM KISS format. The number of resulting FSM elements (i.e. states and transitions) grows exponentially. Table II presents syntax properties of the controllers both statecharts and FSMs. The controller called ReaWW is described in detail in section 4. The statechart diagram of this controller covers nearly all main syntax feature of statechart formalism. Equivalent FSM consists of 33 transitions and 263 states. Two first controllers, respectively, demo1 and demo2, correspond to diagrams from figures 1 and 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>name</th>
<th>#st</th>
<th>#tr</th>
<th>#seq</th>
<th>#out</th>
<th>whist</th>
<th>depth</th>
<th>hier</th>
<th>#in</th>
<th>#out</th>
<th>#cube</th>
<th>#bit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>demo1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demo2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garage</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVrm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reactor</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>137</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReaWW</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where abbreviations are: $st$ – states, $tr$ – transitions, $seq$ – sequential automata, $out$ – outputs.
IX. CONCLUSION

The idea of statechart diagram synthesis through FSM transformation presented above lies in the decomposition of the combinational section of the FSM into two modules: an address modifier and a ROM memory. In general, it is possible to view the address modifier and the memory as separate combinational blocks and implement them independently, applying different strategies for decomposition of these two components. In particular, an alternating application of serial and parallel decomposition has been shown to be an effective strategy to design a structure with both logic cells and EMBs.

Presented synthesis method seems to be very attractive yet another implementation scheme in modern programmable structures equipped with EMBs. Obtained results shows that the method is especially efficient in case of complex controllers.
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